
ELECTRIC MELTERS 29

A 

Unique Infinite Heat Control 

A highly reliable control, mounted 

away"from the high heat of the 

pot. Eliminates failures usually 

associated with thermostatically 

controlled units. Thermal feed 

back to the infinite control 

permits heater to put out full 

power until the metal 

has melted. 

A Lee Production Pot IV 

Same as the Lee Production Pot (upper right), except that it 

features 4" of clearance under the spout instead of the standard 

2." This is high enough to accept all brands of bullet molds and 

most sinker molds. 

PRODUCTION POT IV 

EXPORT MODEL 

B Lee Production Pot 

110 VOLT 

220 VOLT 

90009 

90008 

Large, deep pot holds approximately 10 pounds of lead. Melt time is 

less than 20 minutes. Pour spout up front where it belongs so you 

can see what you're doing. Infinite heat control. Uses only 500 watts 

of power during heat-up and a lot less to maintain temperature. 

Large, stable base for safety. Well suited for commercial casting, 

clubs, police departments, etc. This pot has features not found on 

more expensive melters. Guaranteed two years. 

PRODUCTION POT 110 VOLT 90022 

EXPORT MODEL 220 VOLT 90025 

C Lee Lead Pot 

Drawn steel pot hold 4 pounds of lead, enough for over 150 

average size bullets. Flat bottom makes it very stable and 
provides good contact with heat supply. 
LEAD POT 90027 

D Lee Ingot Mold 

Use the Lee Mold to cast 1/2 and one pound ingots. Perfect for 

remelting and alloying. Wood handles stay cool. Aluminum mold is 

lightweight and rustproof. 

INGOT MOLD 90029  

E Lee Lead Ladle 

A convenient size ladle for bullet casting. Works equally well for 

right and left handers. Handy for skimming and stirring metal. 

LEAD LADLE 90026 

F Lee Precision Melter 

High speed melter with an infinite heat control for the serious 

shooter. Easily handles 4-cavity molds. Takes less than 15 minutes 

to melt 4 pounds of metal. Same infinite heat control as used on 

the Production Pot. 500 watts AC only. Guaranteed 2 years. 

PRECISION MELTER HOV 90021 

EXPORT MODEL 220V 90024 
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